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Grey understood that resistance to the wishes of the Russian government might well wreck the alliance. He took the lead, and on November 9, 1914, N.S., told Benckendorff that in the event of the defeat of Germany the fate of the Straits and Constantinople must be decided in conformity with Russian interests. Subsequent negotiations between Petrograd, on the one hand, and London and Paris, on the other, gave concrete meaning to Grey's intentionally vague statement. The final Russian program, which was formulated in a memorandum of March 4> 1915, X.S., and was accepted by the British government on March 12? provided for the annexation by Russia of Constantinople, the western shore of the Bosphorus, the Sea of Marmara and the Dardanelles, southern Thrace up to the line Enos-Midia, the islands of Imbros and Tenedos, and a strip of the Asiatic littoral. The consummation of these promises was contingent on the successful termination of the war and the satisfaction of British and French claims in the Ottoman empire and elsewhere. Petrograd undertook to view annexations by the allies in a spirit of friendly reciprocity. These were far-reaching commitments. As early as November, 1914, a few days after Grey's statement to Benekendorff, Sazonov, consulted by London, approved <4with particular pleasure" the proposed annexation of Egypt by Great Britain. The agreement about Constantinople became, indeed, the corner-stone of a complex, precariously balanced structure of secret treaties which led eventually to infinite international complications and, when disclosed, brought discredit to the cause of the allies. Viewred from the standpoint of Anglo-Russian relations, Grey's wartime policy in the question of Constantinople was a welcome sign that under the pressure of necessity the British foreign office had at last succeeded in freeing itself from the nefarious tradition of Palmerston and Stratford de Redcliffe.11
Providence we obtain possession of Constantinople, the Straits, and so on? Among other things we shall nave against us the entire local population, antagonized by our backward administrative methods, particularly by our treatment of national minorities; also Bulgaria and Greece, who have quite definite views about the Straits, and especially about Constantinople; and then Rumania, whom we are trying to win over and who will hardly be pleased by the rumors concerning our desire to settle down on the Bosphoras, which would mean that she is bottled up in the Black Sea" (letter to Sazonov, Feb. 24, 1915, N.S.). Sazonov had shared these dotibts and had at first opposed the acquisition of Constantinople; butT bowing to the will of the tsar and the pressure of what he believed to be public opinion, he became the leading advocate of annexation.
11 In 1903 the British Committee of Imperial Defense, after a thorough study, had reached the conclusion that the exclusion of Russia from the region of tfee

